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Sales, Marketing, and Senior Management Recruitment In:

PRODUCTION & OPERATIONS
INDUSTRIAL
LIFE SCIENCES & BIOTECH
MINING, OIL & GAS
Jessica's recruitment experience began with Mitacs, a research network at
UBC. She recruited top-quality undergraduate students from priority
countries to work with university researchers across Canada.
T: 604.684.1428 x 108
E: jessicamiles@goldbeck.com
W: www.goldbeck.com
linkedin.com/in/jessicamiles3

Sample Jobs Placed:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sales Engineer
Pulp Sales Manager
Technical Sales Rep
Sales Manager
Territory Manager
Surgical Sales Rep
Regional Sales Rep

Prior to her career in recruitment, Jessica graduated from the University of
Victoria with a major in Environmental Studies and worked with UVic’s
Restoration of Natural Systems Program and the BC Ministry of Environment.
Jessica had the opportunity to work on BC Parks initiatives, restoration
projects and policy development in collaboration with First Nation
communities.
Jessica Miles is now one of our important Senior Recruiters here at Goldbeck
Recruiting. She specializes in recruiting professionals for sales, marketing,
and senior management in Production & Operations, Mining, Oil, & Gas,
Forestry & Agriculture, Industrial Sales, Life Sciences & Biotech. Jessica has
successfully filled very difficult searches for high level positions across
Canada, the USA, Europe and Asia.
Jessica takes great pride in the time and effort she takes to understand her
client’s requirements and then methodically and thoroughly scouring all
passive and active candidates in the relevant labour markets. Small or large,
Jessica treats all companies equally like they are a VIP client. She finds
fulfillment in learning about her clients’ corporate culture and forming long
term partnerships.

Recent Clients:

• Olympic Industries
• Europcell
• Busch Vacuum Technics
• Westerra Equipment
• Liebherr
• Medtronic
• Reiser

"We have been very pleased with the service provided by Goldbeck
Recruiters, specifically Jessica Miles, who assisted us recently with
successfully filing two challenging vacancies. In a short period of time,
Jessica familiarized herself with the needs of our complex business
and was diligent in pursuing candidates who met our selection criteria
and corporate values. I would not hesitate to recommend Jessica."
Human Resources
Liebherr

